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 Introduction
This guide has advice and safety tips to help people in our community aged 65 and 
over make safer choices when driving, riding, walking, using a mobility scooter or 
catching public transport.

It profi les the changes to our health that can come with age, and how conditions such 
as vision impairment and dementia can aff ect our abilities as road users.

Checklists are included to help develop safer driving habits and make better choices 
when walking and crossing the road.

This guide also explains the ACT older driver licensing system, including information 
for those who want to transition from full-time driving to other transport options.

Whether you’re currently experiencing changes to your mobility or planning for the 
future, this guide will help you stay safe and independent for longer.

Older drivers make up an increasing segment of the Australian population. Freedom to 
travel by car continues to be an important element of independence and quality of life 
for many older people. Road transport authorities are committed to keeping drivers 
on the road for as long as they are able to drive safely. Growing older should never be 
taken as an indicator of reduced driving ability; in fact, older drivers encompass a wide 
range of capabilities and are generally under-represented in crashes because they:

ঢ Are safe and cautious, less likely to speed and usually maintain safer 
following distances

ঢ Don’t tend to engage in risk-taking behaviour such as drink-driving
ঢ Tend to avoid driving situations in which they feel uncomfortable

Fatal and serious road accidents involving drivers aged 65 and older are, however, on 
the rise across Australia (Australian College of Surgeons Annual Scientifi c Congress, 
2018). The ACT government is committed to reducing this trend and help older 
Canberrans retain their independent mobility by whatever means they choose, for as 
long as possible.

While ageing is an inevitable process, you can limit the way any change in function 
aff ects your driving. The purpose of this handbook is to help you keep driving for as 
long as possible, with the safety of yourself and others an utmost consideration. It 
also contains guidelines for assessing your own driving ability along with resources to 
help you plan ahead in case you need to give up driving in the future. Specifi c issues 
can be examined individually.
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Why are you 
reading this?

You are probably an older driver seeking more information, or you may be concerned 
about a family member or friend and need a framework with guidance and facts to 
help you discuss their driving with them. You may be interested because you are 
concerned about your own driving; you may be aware that your driving skills have 
experienced a change or decline.

You may want to continue driving independently and feel that life might become too 
challenging without a licence. Perhaps someone has said that they will not travel with 
you anymore because they feel unsafe when you are driving a vehicle. You may have 
already decided that driving is more complex than it used to be, and you may want 
to hand in your licence but do not know how to go about it. Someone may also have 
encouraged you to acknowledge the challenges of being an older driver, and to fi nd 
out what extra resources and support may be on off er to you at this time.

Amongst all of these reasons, one thing is generally true – few of us like having the 
right to drive taken out of our hands– we prefer to get the information and have agency 
in this decision ourselves.

It is important for all drivers, regardless of age, to regularly and honestly assess their 
own driving capabilities to keep themselves and others safe.

Rules and
Regulations
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Older Drivers 
in Canberra

Drivers in the ACT1 aged 75 years or older must be annually examined
  by their own doctor. You are responsible for the doctor’s fees.   

Older drivers must also pass an occupational therapist assessment, if your doctor 
requests one, to help determine your fi tness to drive or if Access Canberra requests 
you to do so based on information they have received.

The assessment may (but does not always) include a Practical Driving Assessment 
(PDA). The PDA is not the same as the driving test that learner drivers are required 
to pass. It is an assessment of your ability to control the vehicle and to comply with 
road laws.

Licensing
Will your medical condition aff ect your licence?
How your licence will be aff ected will depend on any medical conditions, any 
medications you take and your health professional’s recommendations. Your licence 
may be:

ঢ Issued or renewed without any changes
ঢ Amended to still allow you to drive but under a licence condition (e.g. 

driving in daylight hours only, whilst wearing prescribed glasses, or only to 
drive a vehicle fi tted with modifi cations such as hand controls)

ঢ Suspended temporarily
ঢ Cancelled

You have a right of appeal against any licensing decision you disagree with. If your 
medical condition means that you cannot drive, or you simply don’t want to, you must 
hand in your licence to Access Canberra.

You can renew your licence 24/7 
at rego.act.gov.au/regosoawicket/public/renewal/LicenceRenewalPage?0

If a medical is due you are required to upload this when you renew your licence.

Medical conditions
If you hold an ACT driver licence, under the Road Transport (Driver Licensing) Regulation 
2000, you must notify Access Canberra of any permanent or long-term illness, injury, 
or incapacity that may impair your driving ability.

Under section 10 of the Road Transport (Driver Licensing) Regulation 2000, the Road 
Transport Authority (RTA) may impose conditions on a driver licence. 
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If you hold a driver licence it is your responsibility to:
ঢ Respond truthfully to questions from a health professional about your 

health status and how this could impact your driving ability
ঢ Follow any prescribed medical treatment
ঢ Comply with conditional licence requirements as appropriate, including 

periodic medical reviews

Did you know? Access Canberra receives information about a licence holder’s fi tness to 
drive through sources such as medical practitioners, optometrists/ophthalmologists, 
case workers, primary health care nurses, ACT Policing or members of the community.

Access Canberra may ask you to demonstrate your fi tness to drive which may involve 
a medical examination or a driving assessment to ensure you can safely operate 
a vehicle.

If you are not fi t to drive, Access Canberra may suspend or cancel your driver licence 
and will pre- warn you if this course of action is applicable.

Access Canberra is responsible for issuing, renewing, suspending or cancelling a 
person’s driver licence (including all conditional and public vehicle licences). Any 
decisions made regarding a person’s licence is subject to internal reviews and following 
this review, a client may make an application to the ACT Civil and Administrative 
Tribunal (ACAT) for hearing.

If you have a medical condition and aren’t sure
if you need to report it, call 13 22 81.

For further information on medical standards regarding certain medical conditions 
please see the Assessing Fitness to Drive2 page on the Austroads website.
For further information on medical standards regarding certain medical conditions For further information on medical standards regarding certain medical conditions For further information on medical standards regarding certain medical conditions For further information on medical standards regarding certain medical conditions For further information on medical standards regarding certain medical conditions 
please see the please see the Assessing Fitness to DriveAssessing Fitness to DriveAssessing Fitness to Drive2 page on the Austroads website. page on the Austroads website. page on the Austroads website. page on the Austroads website.
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As you age, you may become aware of small changes in your physical 
and mental abilities – it might be more diffi  cult to turn your head, or 
perhaps you have noticed that your response to an unexpected situation 
is a little slower than it used to be.

Some other changes you may notice as an older driver could be:
ঢ Feeling uncomfortable or nervous while driving, especially in heavy traffi  c 

or at night
ঢ Awareness of changes in your judgement of distances when you are driving 

at night e.g. closeness to other vehicles
ঢ Diffi  culty anticipating when to slow down to turn or stop
ঢ Having diffi  culty maintaining concentration while driving
ঢ Having trouble judging gaps in traffi  c and at intersections
ঢ Having more near misses or getting small dents and scratches on your 

vehicle
ঢ Having friends and family not wanting to drive with you
ঢ Having diffi  culty in checking your blind spot when changing lanes
ঢ Getting lost when you are driving
ঢ Having a slower response to an unexpected situation
ঢ Having diffi  culty scanning the road environment for pedestrians, parked 

cars, and hazards
ঢ Feeling that driving has become a challenge, instead of being a pleasure
ঢ Negative reactions from other drivers and road users
ঢ Diffi  cultly navigating parking spaces

Any of these factors could be an indicator of a reduced fi tness to drive.

Both your safety and the safety of other road users is infl uenced by your fi tness to 
drive. Fitness to drive is your ability to drive safely without being adversely 
aff ected by your physical ability, cognition, injury, a medical 
or mental health condition, or by any medication you 
are taking.

ঢ Feeling that driving has become a challenge, instead of being a pleasure
ঢ Negative reactions from other drivers and road users
ঢ Diffi  cultly navigating parking spaces

Any of these factors could be an indicator of a reduced fi tness to drive.

Both your safety and the safety of other road users is infl uenced by your fi tness to 
drive. Fitness to drive is your ability to drive safely without being adversely 
aff ected by your physical ability, cognition, injury, a medical 
or mental health condition, or by any medication you 
are taking.

Assessing Your
Ability to Drive
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Having their ability to drive questioned is an uncomfortable experience for an older 
driver. It is when this person does not acknowledge any driving challenges that they 
may present a danger to themselves and others.

Be honest with yourself by asking important questions, getting answers, and making 
decisions that could make a diff erence to your life. Even a simple decision could save 
your life or the life of someone you love. Many mature drivers adjust their driving or 
use additional vehicle features to compensate for any vulnerabilities.

All drivers need to have a sense of responsibility and commitment to correct and safe 
driving practices. Drivers who accurately assess their driving skills are more likely to 
adjust their driving habits to stay safe on the road for longer.

Your doctor may check whether you are medically fi t to drive. However, it is your 
responsibility to ensure your driving skills and knowledge are competent every time 
you drive – and if they are not, to take action to address any problem.

If in doubt:
ঢ Talk to others who are in a similar situation to you
ঢ Listen to the people who know you best and care about you most
ঢ Discuss your driving with your doctor

Some useful advice:
ঢ Drivers should get plenty of sleep prior to driving long distances. A fatigued 

driver is a dangerous driver
ঢ Drivers should time their trip to avoid peak traffi  c periods at their 

destination
ঢ Drivers should be aware that driving at night becomes much harder with 

age, especially if the roads are not well-lit, and should try to avoid it, or 
else travel slowly and leave a substantial gap between their vehicle and the 
vehicle in front

ঢ It is illegal to use a mobile phone while driving
ঢ If the vehicle becomes too hot or uncomfortable, where possible, cool the 

interior down. Alternatively, stop and have a short walk around to freshen 
up and re-energise

ঢ Drivers should not eat too large a meal before driving or during a meal 
break. This will often result in a driver becoming drowsy

ঢ Alcohol should not be consumed (by any driver) prior to driving a motor 
vehicle of any type

Slowing reaction times can make it a challenge to divide your attention between 
multiple activities and being able to react quickly to situations that arise, often 
without warning. 
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Consider these tips for safer driving:

ঢ It is your choice whether to drive a manual or automatic car (unless a 
condition has been placed on your licence requiring you to drive an 
automatic). However, driving an automatic gives you one less thing to think 
about; this might help if you fi nd yourself getting stressed in complex traffi  c 
situations.

ঢ Refresh your knowledge of the area in which you will be driving by looking 
at a map before you set out. Pay attention to changes such as roundabouts 
or a one-way street system.

ঢ Plan your route. Drive where you are familiar with the road conditions and 
traffi  c patterns. Consider choosing routes with less traffi  c and at a quieter 
time, avoiding manoeuvres you fi nd diffi  cult. For example, if you want to 
avoid making a right turn on a busy street so that you do not have to cross 
oncoming traffi  c, you may be able to plan an alternative route involving left 
turns only.

ঢ Drive during the day where possible and avoid rush-hours.
ঢ Always keep a safe distance between you and the car in front to give 

yourself plenty of time to react and stop.
ঢ Continually scan the sides of the road as well as ahead and regularly check 

your rear-view mirrors.
ঢ Keep alert to sounds outside your car. Limit conversation and background 

noise (such as the radio).

Driver Medical Assessment
Various health problems, medical conditions, injuries, disabilities, and medications 
may aff ect our ability to drive. As we get older we may also notice a change in both 
physical and mental abilities that may aff ect our ability to drive.   

Both your safety and the safety of other road users are infl uenced by your fi tness to 
drive. Fitness to drive rules are designed so that licence holders are able to operate 
and drive a vehicle safely on our roads.

Fitness to drive responsibilities
Access Canberra is required to ensure that driver licence holders are medically fi t to 
drive in accordance with the Assessing Fitness to Drive guidelines. You are required 
by law to report any medical condition that may aff ect your driving.

If you develop a new medical condition that may aff ect your ability to drive safely, 
you must report it as soon as possible. You may be required to undergo a medical 
examination with a health professional to confi rm your fi tness to hold a driver’s licence.

Compulsory medical assessments are required for some drivers and for some classes 
of licence. Health professionals are required to report if a patient is diagnosed with 

Consider these tips for safer driving:

ঢ It is your choice whether to drive a manual or automatic car (unless a 
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a medical condition that may aff ect their ability to drive. The health professional 
is required to examine the person in accordance with the national fi tness to 
drive guidelines.

Assessing Fitness to Drive is available online at austroads.com.au
or hard copies can be ordered online - $25.00 including postage, 

or order from CanPrint Communications by phone - 1300 889 873.

Medical assessments and practical driving tests
You will be asked to submit a medical assessment if:

ঢ You have a medical condition recorded against your driver’s licence
ঢ Access Canberra receives information that indicate your ability to drive 

may be impacted by a medical condition
ঢ You are aged 70 or older and hold a public vehicle licence
ঢ You are aged 75 years and older
ঢ You apply for a licence of class Medium Rigid or above

If modifi cations are required to a vehicle, they must be fi tted to the appropriate 
standard and certifi ed by an engineering signatory and inspected at Hume Motor 
Vehicle Inspection Service to be recorded in the registration database.

a medical condition that may aff ect their ability to drive. The health professional 
is required to examine the person in accordance with the national fi tness to 
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Many older Canberrans rely on their car to get around – for shopping and 
appointments, as well as visiting friends and family.
Whether we drive, ride, walk or use a mobility scooter we need to be aware of changes to 
our health that could aff ect our safety when we travel.

While many of us will experience diff erent levels of change, there are common medical 
conditions that are part of the ageing process. Some result in the loss of vision and 
hearing, decreased perception and memory, or reduced strength, fl exibility and 
movement. Many older people will increase their use of medications as well.

As our health changes, older people also face increased frailty, which signifi cantly 
reduces the ability to survive a crash.

If you’ve noticed changes in your health, visit your medical practitioner. They can 
provide specialist advice on how to manage any conditions that may aff ect your safety 
on the road.

Hearing and vision
Good vision is essential for driving at all times. It is even more important when driving at 
night, in strong afternoon sun or in low-light conditions.

Common eye conditions such as cataracts, glaucoma and macular degeneration can 
make it diffi  cult to see vehicles, pedestrians, traffi  c signs and road hazards. Some eye 
conditions can reduce our peripheral vision, making it diffi  cult to see vehicles or people 
that are not directly in front of us.

Being able to hear clearly enables you to respond correctly to others on the road and 
be aware of warning signals such as horns, emergency vehicle sirens and the reversing 
sounds of other vehicles.

Attend an Annual Eye Examination
It is important that your glasses prescription is up to date. It is also critical to screen for 
potential eye conditions that could contribute to poor night vision. The problem may 
compound because some older drivers with age-related vision problems may not visit 
an optometrist frequently enough to make sure they can see well enough to drive safely.

Adding to this issue, many eye conditions may develop slowly, so that older drivers may 
be unaware that their vision is declining. They may also experience changes in cognition 

and motor function as part of the ageing process.

These factors make older drivers vulnerable to collisions in driving situations that 
require good visual perception, attention, and reaction time.

Problem-solving, memory and decision-making
Problem-solving and memory abilities help us process and store inform-

ation, make decisions and respond appropriately to diff erent situations.

When driving, reduced problem-solving abilities and memory can 
aff ect our capacity to monitor the road environment, respond to 

unexpected situations and make safe decisions.
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Strength, fl exibility and movement
We need muscular strength, fl exibility and movement to turn the steering wheel, look 
behind us when reversing and move in our seat to use rear-vision mirrors.

Reduced strength, fl exibility and movement are signs of increased frailty, which 
increases our risk of injury in a crash.

There are a wide range of medical conditions, or a cumulative combination of medical 
conditions, that can aff ect our fi tness to drive and should be declared to Access 
Canberra. Some of the most common are listed below. Further information on how 
these conditions may aff ect driving can be obtained from your health professional. 

ঢ Alcohol/drug dependency
ঢ Arthritis and other joint conditions
ঢ Depression or other mental health conditions like schizophrenia, bipolar 

disorder, psychosis
ঢ Diabetes - as well as aff ecting your vision, diabetes can also result in loss of 

consciousness from a hypoglycaemic episode. If your diabetes is managed 
by diet alone, you should be fi t to drive. However, if your diabetes is not 
under control you should not drive until you are cleared by your doctor.

ঢ Epilepsy - if you suff er from epilepsy you will need to consult your doctor or 
specialist as to whether you should be driving. Your condition will also need 
to be monitored on a regular basis.

ঢ Eyesight – conditions such as glaucoma, cataracts, macular degeneration 
are medical conditions that will require a medical assessment. If you 
need to wear glasses or contact lenses to drive, this will be recorded as a 
condition on your licence, but it is not a medical condition that will require 
a medical assessment.

ঢ Heart disease – if you have a heart condition that is stable and well-
controlled this may not aff ect your ability to drive. However, for people that 
have heart disease, driving can trigger an episode such as a heart attack. 
Always check with your doctor if you have heart disease or believe you may 
have symptoms of a cardiac condition.

ঢ High or low blood pressure
ঢ Injuries and disabilities, including limb amputation or paralysis
ঢ Parkinson’s disease and other neurological disorders - some of the 

physical symptoms of Parkinson’s disease may restrict your movement and 
interfere with your ability to control a vehicle. Parkinson’s disease and the 
medication used to treat it may also aff ect your cognitive abilities. Regular 
check-ups with your doctor are important as the disease progresses and 
symptoms become more severe.

ঢ Sleep disorders such as sleep apnoea
ঢ Stroke - if you have a stroke, your doctor may recommend that you stop 

driving for a short time. Many stroke survivors will be able to return to 
normal driving upon assessment from their doctor. In some cases, a stroke 
can cause other medical conditions and your doctor may decide that it is 
safer for you to have a period of time off  the road or not to drive at all.
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Avoid fatigue
Fatigue is a contributing factor in many road crashes and aff ects 
people of all ages.

ঢ Be aware of the side-eff ects of medication (prescription or 
over-the-counter) which might aff ect sleep patterns or make you 
drowsy, particularly on longer trips

ঢ Assess the length and complexity of your journey in relation to 
your present state of health. Consider taking a stopover to divide 
up a longer trip or share the driving. Try to take a nap beforehand if 
possible.

ঢ Drive when you are least tired (for example, in the morning)

The importance of a good night’s sleep
A good night’s sleep can make a big diff erence to how you feel and can aff ect 
the skills and concentration you need to be a safe driver. Older adults need 
about the same amount of sleep as younger adults – seven to nine hours per 
night – but may sleep less deeply and wake more often during the night.

To improve your sleep at night:

ঢ Establish and maintain a regular schedule
ঢ Try to go to sleep and wake up at the same time, even on weekends
ঢ Try not to nap too much during the day – you might be wide awake at 

bedtime
ঢ Exercise daily to improve the quality of your sleep and help you to 

sleep more soundly 
ঢ Enjoy a milk-based hot drink or herbal tea late in the day instead of 

drinking caff eine beverages that keep you awake 
ঢ Create a safe and comfortable place for sleep
ঢ Develop a bedtime routine

Do the same thing each night to signal your body that it is time to unwind. 
Some people read a book or soak in a warm bath. If you are so tired 
during the day that you cannot function normally and this lasts more 
than 2–3 weeks, see your health professional for help and advice. 

Sleep disorders
Poor sleep contributes to fatigue, depressed mood, attention and 
memory problems, excessive daytime sleepiness and a reliance on 
medication. In particular, fatigue makes you less alert to what is 
happening on the road and less able to react quickly and safely if 
a dangerous situation arises.

The most common sleep disorders among older adults are 
insomnia (diffi  culty falling or staying asleep), sleep-disordered 
breathing such as snoring and sleep apnoea (pauses in 
breathing during sleep), and movement disorders such as 
‘restless legs’ syndrome. 

Obstructive sleep apnoea is more common among older 
adults and people who are signifi cantly overweight. It 
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can result in the suff erer being starved of oxygen during the night. Obstructive sleep 
apnoea greatly increases a person’s risk of high blood pressure, stroke and heart 
disease and can lead to other health problems. Your health professional can advise 
and refer you to a sleep specialist if they believe you are suff ering from a sleep disorder.

If you are in any doubt at all, ask your health professional for advice on specifi c medical 
conditions and the eff ects they may have on your fi tness to drive. Support groups and 
foundations can also give information and assistance.

Dementia
Dementia is a condition that gradually disrupts a person’s memory, speech, 
concentration and judgement. There are many types of dementia. The most common 
is Alzheimer’s disease, which makes up about 60 percent of cases. Although dementia 
can aff ect anyone, it is more common in people aged over 65 years.

How dementia aff ects driving
Driving is a complex task that requires attention, memory, judgement and the ability 
to plan.

We use all of these skills to assess distances, use roundabouts and intersections, and 
maintain our position within a lane. We also rely on them to return to familiar places, 
follow road rules and minimise mistakes when driving.

As dementia progresses, these skills decline to the point where a person’s ability to 
drive becomes unsafe. Often the person is not aware of these changes.

People without a diagnosis
Not all people with dementia will have a formal diagnosis. In the early stages the 
condition can be diffi  cult to notice as the changes are gradual or attributed to other 
factors. However, people with advancing dementia often show changes in their 
driving ability.
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If you, or a family member or friend, notice any changes to your driving ability, it’s 
important to see a medical practitioner. They can help you assess your health and 
determine if the changes are the result of dementia or another medical condition.

Signs to look out for:

ঢ Becoming disoriented or lost while driving in familiar areas
ঢ Forgetting the purpose of the trip
ঢ Losing the car in a familiar car park
ঢ Having diffi  culty making quick decisions at intersections or busy roads
ঢ Driving through stop or give way signs, or red traffi  c lights
ঢ Not seeing other vehicles, pedestrians or cyclists
ঢ Having diffi  culty driving into a carport or garage
ঢ Having slower reaction times
ঢ Diffi  culty using the brake, accelerator or steering wheel
ঢ Confusing the brake and accelerator pedals

Where to fi nd more information

There are many sources of information on this topic including those from 
Dementia Australia – see dementia.org.au/resources/dementia-and-driving

 or email dementia-driving@uow.edu.au.

A ‘Dementia and Driving Decision Aid’ resource is available to help 
assess changes to driving abilities and plan for retirement from driving.
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Medication, Drugs 
and Alcohol

Medications help many people maintain good health and quality of life. 
However, some prescription and over-the-counter drugs can aff ect our 
coordination, mental alertness, mood and behaviour.
When driving, medications can aff ect our perception of hazards, reduce reaction 
times and impair decision-making skills.

If we take two or more medications together, or combine them with alcohol, our driving 
abilities can be signifi cantly aff ected. If you take prescription or over the-counter 
drugs, talk to your pharmacist or doctor for advice on any possible eff ects on your 
driving. Always check the labels on medications if you are taking them before driving.

Medication labels
Some medicines have side eff ects that can aff ect your ability to drive safely. Like 
drink driving, it is illegal to drive under the infl uence of drugs, whether they are legal 
or illegal.

To drive safely, you need to be able to see, think and react properly. Some medicines3, 
both prescription and over-the-counter medicines, can aff ect these skills. If you are 
taking these medicines, it may not be safe to drive.

The risks are greater if you are taking more than one medicine, or if you drink alcohol 
while you are taking medicines.

Keep a list of all your medications, prescribed or not, and show this list to your doctor 
and pharmacist each time you see them. Ask your pharmacist to update the list when 
you have prescriptions fi lled.

Questions for your pharmacist
Ask your pharmacist about the eff ects of each medication you take. You may wish to 
ask some of the following questions:

ঢ How and when is the best way to use this medication?
ঢ What food, drinks or activities should I avoid when taking this medication?
ঢ Will this medication interact with any other medication I’m currently taking?
ঢ What should I do if I miss a dose?
ঢ How do I best store this medication?
ঢ Is there anything else I should know about this medication?
ঢ Taking this medication causes problems with my sight/strength/swallowing/

memory - what advice can you give me?

Tips for driving safely on medication
ঢ Read your medication labels carefully and obey the directions and 

warnings
ঢ If a medication aff ects your driving ability, ask your pharmacist or doctor 

for an alternative
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ঢ Take public transport, a taxi or pick-up service, or ask a friend or relative to 
drive if you are likely to be aff ected by your medication

ঢ Take your medication exactly as directed
ঢ Avoid driving if you feel that medication or illness is aff ecting your driving
ঢ Be especially careful when starting a new medicine or increasing the 

dosage
ঢ Avoid taking your medication at the same time as alcohol
ঢ Avoid taking more than your prescribed dose
ঢ Never use other people’s medication
ঢ If your medical condition aff ects your driving, avoid driving if you have 

missed a dose of your prescribed medication
ঢ Don’t allow your medical condition to go untreated

Always check with your doctor and/or pharmacist about the eff ects of your medication 
on your driving ability. Some of the most common medications (including those bought 
without a prescription) can aff ect your driving. The drugs that slow you down usually 
reduce your ability to process information rapidly enough to drive a vehicle safely.

The use of alcohol
It is important to avoid alcoholic beverages when you take other medications. Almost 
always, the combination of alcohol and other drugs aff ects your driving ability more 
than either alcohol or drugs alone. To remain safe, avoid alcohol altogether if there is 
a chance you may be driving.
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There is no question that alcohol reduces the ability to drive safely. 
Tolerance to alcohol decreases steadily with age, and is distinct from 
any personal history of drinking. Alcohol has a powerful impact on your 
total health, both physical and psychological. Older people are less able 
to sober up after drinking alcohol. Food, tiredness, medication, general 
health, as well as physical size and weight can all make a diff erence in 
predicting the overall eff ect of alcohol consumption. It simply makes 
good sense to avoid drinking when driving.

The use of medicinal cannabis
The ACT Medicinal Cannabis Scheme was established in 2016 to 
provide patients with safe and legal access to high quality medicinal 
cannabis products in appropriate circumstances.

Implementation of the ACT scheme followed the Therapeutic 
Goods Administration (TGA) decision to list medicinal cannabis 
as a controlled (Schedule 8) medicine in the Commonwealth 
Poisons Standard.

It is an off ence to drive while under the infl uence of illicit drugs, 
including any amount of cannabis. Unlike alcohol, there is a zero 
tolerance for drugs in your system when driving. 

Please contact the Pharmaceutical Services section of the 
ACT Health Protection Service on 02 5124 9208 for questions 
about medicinal cannabis.

A positive test for drugs only relates to the ‘presence’ of a 
drug in your system - there is no minimum level as with drink 
driving regulations. Random Roadside Drug Testing can be 
conducted throughout the ACT, meaning that drivers can be 
pulled over at random and tested for the presence of drugs 
regardless of how well they are driving.

 Drug drivers will be required to appear before the court, 
similar to those who ‘drink and drive’. An off ending driver 
can face the loss of their driver’s licence for a period 
specifi ed by the court, or be given a fi ne as well as 
imprisonment for repeat off enders. There may also be the 
cancellation of insurance policies including compulsory 
Third Party.

For more information check the ACT Road Rules 
Handbook4 on the Access Canberra website.
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Your Vehicle
and Driving
Maintaining your car 

It is important to keep your car in good condition. Have it serviced 
regularly, and ask the mechanic to do a quick safety check for you at 
the time of service. If your car displays anything out of the ordinary 
such us strange noises or rattling, have it investigated and attended 
to immediately. Do not wait until it presents a danger to drive. An early 
check can often help you save on expensive repairs or prevent accidents.
If your car had particular equipment when it was fi rst registered, that equipment 
should still be present and functional. For example, if there was a left side mirror and 
it falls off , it needs to be replaced. Here are some simple safety checks you can do 
yourself, as well as having regular servicing and inspections by a mechanic.

Lights
Burnt-out light bulbs are not always easy to detect from the driver’s seat but they can 
be a serious traffi  c hazard. You can check your lights with someone else standing in 
front of and behind the car to verify that all lights are working. Regularly clean dirt and 
dust off  all lights.

A broken indicator is usually identifi ed by a marked change in the fl ashing speed of 
the turn signal indicator. No fl ashing at all may also indicate a defective fl asher unit.

If other people fl ash their lights at you at night when you are using your low beam 
headlights, this could mean that your headlights are aimed too high. Your headlights 
should be tested by a mechanic or at your local garage and properly adjusted.

Tyres
In your car owner manual, you should fi nd the recommended tyre pressure for the 
tyres on your car. A tyre should hold its pressure for about three months. If you fi nd 
that your tyres are losing pressure more frequently than this:

ঢ Check that the valve caps are in place and are screwed down fi rmly
ঢ Take your car to a garage and get the tyres checked as you may need new 

tyres
ঢ Remember when checking the pressure in your tyres to also check your 

spare tyre

Your tyres should be free of cuts, gouges, cracks and bulges, and the suggested 
minimum depth of tread is 3 mm. Regularly check your tyres to ensure treads are at a 
safe level, evenly worn, and have no nails embedded in them or other damage.

Replace worn or damaged tyres because they are very likely to get punctures and are 
particularly dangerous in wet and slippery conditions.

Poor wheel alignment or wheels that have not been balanced will cause tyres to wear 
unevenly. This will aff ect steering and braking and tyres will need to be replaced more 
often. Have this checked annually or whenever you replace your tyres.
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Brakes
Brakes are essential for safety, however, they can be easily overlooked when checking 
your car.

To check brakes, turn the engine off , press the brake pedal as hard as you would if 
you had to stop suddenly in traffi  c and hold the pressure for thirty seconds. The brake 
pedal should not noticeably sink towards the fl oor. If it does, consult a mechanic.

To check power-assisted brakes, turn the engine off  and tap the brake pedal several 
times to use up any remaining vacuum that might be stored in the brakes. Push and 
hold the brake pedal down and then start the engine. The pedal should move a small 
amount towards the fl oor. After this initial movement the pedal should not sink any 
further. If it does, consult a mechanic.

When you use the brakes on the road:

ঢ The car should not pull to one side
ঢ The car’s motion should not feel jerky
ঢ You should not feel any pulsations in the brake pedal except for emergency 

stops with an Antilock Braking System (ABS)
ঢ The brakes should not make grinding or squealing noises
ঢ The brake pedal should not go down more than two thirds of the distance 

to the fl oor regardless of brake type

Wipers
ঢ Make sure the wipers on your car remove water from your windows without 

leaving smudges, smears or scraping
ঢ Make sure the wipers operate without jerking or skipping and check all 

wiper speeds
ঢ Remember to fi ll your windscreen washer water bottles when you check 

the oil and water
ঢ Replace your wiper blades when they become noisy or fail to clear rain 

completely

If any of the following occurs consult a mechanic immediately.

ঢ Engine leaks - it can be an indicator that a dangerous problem has 
developed

ঢ Oil light comes on
ঢ Steering problems - such as the car pulling to one side, fi nding it much 

easier or harder to turn the wheel while driving, or strange noises when you 
turn the steering wheel

Choosing a car
If you are thinking of changing your car, consider purchasing the newest and most 
suitable vehicle you can aff ord. Safety is a key concern for any driver, but especially 
for older adults, who tend to be more fragile and prone to injuries. New cars generally 
have the latest safety features and technology, making them safer than older 
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vehicles. Below are some of the important safety 
considerations when purchasing a new vehicle:

ঢ Consider the size of car that you are 
comfortable driving and remember that the 
vehicle size should suit each person who will drive 
the car.

ঢ Generally, cars with a 5-star safety rating and latest 
date stamp provide the best safety for occupants - you 
can fi nd car safety ratings at howsafeisyourcar.com.au

ঢ Anti-lock Braking Systems (ABS) and Electronic Stability 
Programs (ESP) assist in controlling the car

ঢ Autonomous Emergency Braking detects obstacles in 
front of a vehicle and automatically applies the brakes if an 
imminent crash is detected

ঢ Lane Keep Assist recognises lane markings and alerts the 
driver if the vehicle is leaving the lane without indicating

ঢ Blind Spot Monitoring technology warns a driver that there is a 
vehicle present in an adjacent lane in their ‘blind spot’

ঢ Airbags at the front, side and curtain reduce the risk of the driver 
and passengers hitting the steering wheel or side windows of the 
car and receiving serious, life-threatening injuries

ঢ A car that enables you to sit higher above the road allows you 
to more easily swing your legs in and out. Sitting at least 25 
centimetres (or about 1 foot) from the steering wheel reduces the 
chances of injury from the airbag during a crash

ঢ Seatbelt pre-tensioners tighten the belt just before impact, reducing 
the forces on the body during the impact

ঢ Reinforced doors and crumple zones absorb energy and protect 
occupants in the event of a crash

ঢ Headrests minimise the risk of whiplash injuries
ঢ Light and bright vehicle colours are more visible to other road users
ঢ Power steering requires less physical eff ort to turn and control the car
ঢ Window tinting, while reducing the harshness of full sunlight, may 

reduce visibility at night
ঢ Larger window and mirror sizes could make a diff erence to visibility
ঢ A car with larger side mirrors enables the driver to adjust them to 

reduce the driver’s side blind spot
ঢ Special rear-view mirrors are also available to cover blind spots

Other things to consider are:

ঢ Automatic transmission
ঢ Clear and easy to read instrument panel
ঢ Air conditioning
ঢ Audible alarms or cameras for reverse parking
ঢ Integrated GPS/navigation systems
ঢ Low fuel and seat belt warning
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ঢ Adjustable steering column and driver’s seat positions
ঢ Adjustable seat belt height on the door column
ঢ Adaptive cruise control
ঢ Fuel type for more effi  cient engine performance and economy
ঢ Electric mirrors

A greener vehicle 
It might also be of benefi t to fi nd out more about cars that use alternative fuels. 
They produce less pollution and have a positive impact on air quality.

Several major vehicle manufacturers are producing cars with hybrid engines, 
adapting to battery or electric power sources, requiring less fuel per kilometre 
of travel, and generating less pollution. This means that you spend less money 
on fuel and you may also be able to access cheaper car registration and 
insurance. It is worth fi nding out more about these vehicles – a green vehicle 
off ers many benefi ts and may be a good option for the older driver.

Staying safe
The Australian Road Rules require that you keep your vehicle in a roadworthy 
condition. Continue to regularly check the following and have them included 
in the regular servicing schedule for your car:

ঢ Brakes and brake fl uid
ঢ Headlights
ঢ Parking lights
ঢ Brake lights and indicators
ঢ Oil levels and engine leaks
ঢ Steering
ঢ Trailer and caravan connections
ঢ Tyres and tyre pressure
ঢ Windscreen wipers and water levels

Australasian New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP) provides 
star ratings for new cars and information about the level of 
occupant protection provided by vehicles in serious front and 
side crashes.

The Used Car Safety Ratings are published for a range of 
second-hand vehicles. These ratings show that some used 
vehicle models off er much better protection than others 
in the event of a crash.

Both the ANCAP and the Used Car Safety Ratings 
information is available at howsafeisyourcar.com.
au and from the NRMA nrma.com.au/contact-us
and ACT City Services: cityservices.act.gov.
au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/1686662/
Safer-First-Cars-handout.pdf

Adjustable steering column and driver’s seat positions
Adjustable seat belt height on the door column
Adaptive cruise control
Fuel type for more effi  cient engine performance and economy
Electric mirrors

A greener vehicle 
It might also be of benefi t to fi nd out more about cars that use alternative fuels. 
They produce less pollution and have a positive impact on air quality.

Several major vehicle manufacturers are producing cars with hybrid engines, 
adapting to battery or electric power sources, requiring less fuel per kilometre 
of travel, and generating less pollution. This means that you spend less money 
on fuel and you may also be able to access cheaper car registration and 
insurance. It is worth fi nding out more about these vehicles – a green vehicle 
off ers many benefi ts and may be a good option for the older driver.

Staying safe
The Australian Road Rules require that you keep your vehicle in a roadworthy 
condition. Continue to regularly check the following and have them included 
in the regular servicing schedule for your car:

Brakes and brake fl uid
Headlights
Parking lights
Brake lights and indicators
Oil levels and engine leaks
Steering
Trailer and caravan connections
Tyres and tyre pressure
Windscreen wipers and water levels

Australasian New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP) provides 
star ratings for new cars and information about the level of 
occupant protection provided by vehicles in serious front and 
side crashes.

The Used Car Safety Ratings are published for a range of 
second-hand vehicles. These ratings show that some used 
vehicle models off er much better protection than others 
in the event of a crash.

Both the ANCAP and the Used Car Safety Ratings 
information is available at howsafeisyourcar.com.

 and from the NRMA nrma.com.au/contact-us
and ACT City Services: cityservices.act.gov.
au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/1686662/
Safer-First-Cars-handout.pdf
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Devices and Driving
Using a mobile telephone

ACT Policing actively targets people illegally using their mobile 
phones while driving. If you are caught you will receive a Traffi  c 
Infringement Notice5.
Note: Under the road transport law, including the Australian Road Rules, driving 
generally includes riding a motorcycle or bicycle.

The most appropriate place to make or receive a telephone call is on the side of the 
road when your vehicle is parked. This does not permit you to use your telephone 
while waiting at traffi  c lights.

Mobile phones may be used to make or receive a phone call (other than a text message, 
video message, email or similar communication) when the vehicle is moving if the 
body of the phone is:

ঢ Secured in a mounting affi  xed to the vehicle while being used; or
ঢ Not secured in a mounting affi  xed to the vehicle and is not being held by 

the driver, and the use of the phone does not require the driver, at any time 
while using it, to press anything on the body of the phone or to otherwise 
manipulate any part of the body of the phone.

Many new vehicles have a bluetooth system which can be paired with a mobile 
telephone, allowing you to make a call ‘hands-free’.

If you need to make or receive a call while driving – make sure the phone is secured 
and the call can be conducted without touching the device:

ঢ Keep the conversation short
ঢ Don’t engage in complex or emotional conversations
ঢ Tell the person on the other end that you are driving and may have to end 

the call abruptly and 
ঢ End the call if it is distracting you from driving

Never text or email while driving.

A mobile phone can be important in an emergency. If you can stop, park safely and 
use your mobile phone to call for help, you can mitigate danger to yourself and other 
road users.

The Road Transport (Safety and Traffi  c Management) Amendment Regulation 
2015 (No.2)6 came into eff ect on 19 November 2015.

This amendment allows ACT drivers to use their mobile phone for GPS purposes, 
provided the phone is securely affi  xed to the vehicle. The mounting used must be 

one that is commercially designed and manufactured for that purpose and the 
phone must be secured in the mounting and the mounting must be affi  xed to the 
vehicle in the manner intended by the manufacturer. Motorists are encouraged 

to rely on the GPS’ spoken directions to avoid the need to look at the phone when 
driving. A rider may not strap a standalone GPS device or a mobile phone to their 

arm or any other part of their body.

Traffi  c fi nes for driver distraction are listed in the Road Transport (Off ences) 
Regulation 20057. 23



Snowy and icy conditions
Tips for snowy and icy driving:

ঢ Even if you do not plan to leave your vehicle, carry adequate warm and 
protective clothing to ensure comfort, and survival, in the event of a 
breakdown or delay

ঢ Check the tread on all tyres including the spare 
ঢ Use anti-freeze in the radiator
ঢ Carry a tool kit that includes a jack and wheel brace, a strong tow-rope and 

a shovel
ঢ Snow chains must be utilised in certain areas of the Snowy Mountains, e.g. 

Kosciusko National Park
ঢ Do not put off  fi tting chains to your tyres as this may result in your vehicle 

becoming immobile
ঢ Find a safe place at the side of the road to fi t snow chains to your vehicle

Steep hills/Steep descent
ঢ When driving down a steep hill reduce speed and engage a suitable low 

gear. This applies to both manual and automatic vehicles
ঢ Use the brakes as little as possible. If you do brake, do so on a straight 

stretch of road using controlled pressure on the pedal 
ঢ When following another vehicle downhill allow at least three times the 

following distance allowed under normal conditions (i.e. a nine-second 
rule).

Heavy rain
Heavy rainfall and storms in fi re-aff ected areas can lead to dangerous conditions such 
as road sediment, fl ash fl ooding, landslides, rock falls and falling trees. Motorists 
should always put safety fi rst and keep up to date on road closures before planning 
a trip. 

At many times, motorists of all levels will fi nd themselves driving in the rain. The 
most crucial consideration is that wet-weather driving requires you to drive at a much 
slower speed. There are also additional expert NRMA Driver Training8 tips (below) 
to help you avoid an accident when facing wet roads. If fl oodwater has reached the 

lower level of the vehicle’s doors before receding, do not turn on the engine. Learn 
more about fl ood-hit cars here9.

Driving in 
Challenging Conditions
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ঢ Exercise extreme caution if a deluge has followed long dry weather.
During a dry period, engine oil10 and grease collects on the road. When 
it rains, the surface becomes slippery due to this build-up. Continued 
rain will eventually wash away the oil, but the fi rst few hours are the most 
slippery and hazardous for drivers.

ঢ Allow for more travel time. Traffi  c will be moving slower. Your normal route 
might be fl ooded or jammed, so it is important to remain patient. Check 
road closures at cityservices.act.gov.au/roads-and-paths/act_public_
road_closures

ঢ Turn your headlights on. Not only will your lights help you see the road, but 
they’ll help other drivers see you.

ঢ Drive in the tracks of a car ahead of you. Following another car’s tracks on 
wet roads can reduce the amount of water between the road and your car’s 
tyres. Keep a close eye on their brake lights so you can quickly anticipate 
their actions.

ঢ Brake earlier and more lightly than normal. This increases the stopping 
distance between you and the car in front of you and lets the driver behind 
you know you’re slowing down. Use your turn signals earlier, so that other 
drivers can read your intentions easily.

ঢ Watch out for pedestrians and cyclists. Visibility is lower and heavy 
rain can muffl  e everyday sounds, so the usual visual and audio cues for 
measuring car distances can become obscured. Pedestrians are also often 
impatient to get out of the rain and may make rash crossing decisions.

ঢ Defog your windscreen. Rain can cause your windscreen to fog up. 
Switch on both front and back demisters/heaters and make sure the air 
conditioning is also turned on.

ঢ Avoid large puddles. Water splashing up into your car’s engine 
compartment may damage its internal electrical systems. Likewise, a 
pothole under the water could damage a rim or knock your suspension out 
of alignment. If you can’t gauge the depth of a puddle, try to avoid it. If you 
must drive through the water, tap on your brake pedal lightly afterwards, to 
dry off  some of the water on your rotors.

ঢ Give trucks and buses extra distance. Tyres from large vehicles can splash 
enough water to block your vision completely. Avoid passing one, but if you 
must, do it as quickly as safety allows.
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ঢ Traction and stability control are helpful on rain-soaked roads. Traction 
control helps you maintain grip by putting the brakes on the tyres 
struggling for traction, while a stability control system monitors your 
steering input, intervening with the brakes and/or reducing engine power 
when necessary. 

ঢ Manage aquaplaning if it happens. Aquaplaning occurs when the water 
in front of your tyres accumulates faster than your car’s weight can push 
it away. The water pressure causes your car to rise up and slide on a 
thin layer of water between your tyres and the road. If you fi nd yourself 
aquaplaning, don’t brake or turn suddenly as you may skid. Ease your 
foot off  the accelerator and if you must brake, do it gently. If your car 
has anti-lock brakes (ABS), then brake normally. The car’s computer will 
automatically adjust the brakes. If your car doesn’t have anti-lock brakes 
then use light, regular pumping actions.

ঢ Recovering from a skid. If you fi nd yourself skidding, ease your foot off  the 
accelerator, and steer in the direction you want the car to go. 

ঢ Don’t attempt to cross running water. A metre of rain water can wash a car 
away. Fifteen centimetres can knock a person off  their feet.

ঢ Keep your tyres infl ated properly. Don’t put off  replacing worn tyres11. 
Slow down when roads are wet and avoid puddles to prevent aquaplaning. 
If you have any doubts about the wet-weather performance of your car’s 
tyres, get a mechanic to assess them.

ঢ Make sure your wipers are in good condition and functioning correctly. If 
the blades are brittle or damaged, replace them before you’re caught in a 
deluge. Some wipers are better quality so ask the NRMA or your mechanic 
for recommendations. If your wipers need changing, here are six easy 
steps to replace your windscreen wipers12.

ঢ In very heavy rain, pull over. When visibility is so poor that the edges of the 
road or other vehicles can’t be seen at a safe distance, park and wait for the 
rain to subside. If you can’t stop at a rest area and the roadside is your only 
option, pull off  as far as possible and wait it out. Keep your headlights on and 
turn on your hazard warning lights to alert other drivers. Be very careful to 
pick a safe spot to pull over as everyone’s visibility is dramatically reduced. 

Night Driving
As we age, our vision tends to gradually decline, which can present challenges driving 
at night. It also takes longer for the eyes to adjust from bright light to dim light.

Common signs that you may have trouble driving at night include:

ঢ Diffi  culty with oncoming headlights
ঢ Diffi  culty seeing lane markings
ঢ Needing to drive slowly
ঢ Diffi  culty seeing street signs
ঢ Diffi  culty judging distance and speed

Some things you can do to make it easier to navigate at night:

at night. It also takes longer for the eyes to adjust from bright light to dim light.

Common signs that you may have trouble driving at night include:

Some things you can do to make it easier to navigate at night:
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Clean Your Windows and Mirrors
A dirty windshield may not be noticeable during the day, but it can cause glare at night.

Dirt and grime can also build up on your headlights. Check them regularly to make 
sure they are clean. See your mechanic to upgrade bulbs and polish covers. Make 
sure you regularly clean your mirrors so that you have good rear-view visibility.

Dim Your Dashboard
Bright lights from the dashboard and instrument panel of the car can distract you 
from the road. If you’re using GPS navigation, activate night mode.

Use the Night Setting on Your Rear-view Mirror
Many rear-view mirrors have settings to reduce the brightness and glare of headlights 
behind you. Check your manual for instructions.

Don’t Look at Oncoming Headlights
When oncoming traffi  c approaches, it’s best to keep your gaze at the right-lane 
marking or look straight ahead, not directly into the oncoming headlights. Staring 
at bright lights can temporarily aff ect your visibility at night, and, as we age, it often 
becomes increasingly diffi  cult to adjust from bright light to dim light.

Decrease Your Speed
If you have trouble seeing, reduce your speed and increase your following distance 
behind the car in front of you.

Don’t Use Yellow-Tinted Glasses
Glasses that have a tinted yellow hue are often marketed as specialised night-vision 
glasses that can improve contrast and reduce glare. In fact, since they reduce the 
amount of light that enters the eye, they may make it harder to see at night, not easier. 
Instead, choose glasses with an anti-refl ective coating. This helps to prevent light 
from bouncing around inside your lenses.

Sun Glare
Sun glare tends to be the worst in the early morning and late afternoon. Be aware of 
the times of day that sun glare might be a problem and plan your trip accordingly.

Here are some tips to help keep you safe while dealing with sun glare:

ঢ Wear polarised sunglasses
ঢ Use the sun visor
ঢ Slow down and leave more room between you and the car in front
ঢ Clean your windshield
ঢ Follow the marked lane

Towing
When towing a caravan, trailer, or horse fl oat, note the following points:

ঢ A caravan or trailer being towed must be securely attached to the 
towing vehicle

ঢ Use a safety chain
ঢ Slow down well in advance of corners and accelerate lightly through 

the corner
ঢ Avoid hard braking through corners

A dirty windshield may not be noticeable during the day, but it can cause glare at night.

Dirt and grime can also build up on your headlights. Check them regularly to make 
sure they are clean. See your mechanic to upgrade bulbs and polish covers. Make 
sure you regularly clean your mirrors so that you have good rear-view visibility.

Bright lights from the dashboard and instrument panel of the car can distract you 
from the road. If you’re using GPS navigation, activate night mode.

Use the Night Setting on Your Rear-view Mirror
Many rear-view mirrors have settings to reduce the brightness and glare of headlights 

When oncoming traffi  c approaches, it’s best to keep your gaze at the right-lane 
marking or look straight ahead, not directly into the oncoming headlights. Staring 
at bright lights can temporarily aff ect your visibility at night, and, as we age, it often 
becomes increasingly diffi  cult to adjust from bright light to dim light.

If you have trouble seeing, reduce your speed and increase your following distance 

Glasses that have a tinted yellow hue are often marketed as specialised night-vision 
glasses that can improve contrast and reduce glare. In fact, since they reduce the 
amount of light that enters the eye, they may make it harder to see at night, not easier. 
Instead, choose glasses with an anti-refl ective coating. This helps to prevent light 

Sun glare tends to be the worst in the early morning and late afternoon. Be aware of 
the times of day that sun glare might be a problem and plan your trip accordingly.

Here are some tips to help keep you safe while dealing with sun glare:

Slow down and leave more room between you and the car in front

When towing a caravan, trailer, or horse fl oat, note the following points:

A caravan or trailer being towed must be securely attached to the 

Slow down well in advance of corners and accelerate lightly through 

Wear polarised sunglasses
Use the sun visor
Slow down and leave more room between you and the car in front
Clean your windshield

ঢ Follow the marked lane

Towing

ঢ Avoid hard braking through corners

When towing a caravan, trailer, or horse fl oat, note the following points:

A caravan or trailer being towed must be securely attached to the 

Slow down well in advance of corners and accelerate lightly through 

Slow down and leave more room between you and the car in front
Clean your windshield
Follow the marked lane

Slow down and leave more room between you and the car in front

Follow the marked lane

Use a safety chain
Slow down well in advance of corners and accelerate lightly through 
the corner
Avoid hard braking through corners

Slow down well in advance of corners and accelerate lightly through Slow down well in advance of corners and accelerate lightly through 
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ঢ Be careful when descending hills or overtaking as your vehicle’s 
braking performance will be reduced  

Before towing another vehicle or being towed you should note the 
following points:

ঢ Your tow rope or solid towing bar should be long enough to keep 
a safe space between the two vehicles - the maximum allowable 
distance between vehicles is 3.5 metres

ঢ A white fl ag or cloth must be displayed on the tow rope (at night the 
fl ag must be illuminated by a white light and the rear of the towed 
vehicle must display a red light)

ঢ The tow rope or other fl exible link between the vehicles needs to be 
kept taut; slight pressure on the brake pedal can be used to achieve 
this

ঢ A licensed driver must be in charge of the towed vehicle
ঢ When stopping or slowing down, the towed vehicle should brake fi rst

If moving at low speed or creating a traffi  c obstruction, warn other road users 
by switching on the hazard lights.

If the vehicle’s engine will not run, power assistance will not be available for 
steering or brakes and considerable additional eff ort and pressure will be 
needed to operate both systems.

Make sure any load in a towed trailer is evenly distributed and secured 
carefully. Avoidable injuries and deaths have been caused by poorly secured 
loads - the weight of the trailer and its load may be up to 1.5 times the un-laden 
weight of the towing vehicle. However, the vehicle or tow-bar manufacturer 
may impose a lower towing limit.

Here are tips to secure your load safely:

ঢ Make sure your vehicle is rated to tow the load and check the 
handbook if in doubt

ঢ Make sure your vehicle and trailer are in good mechanical 
condition and roadworthy

ঢ If you’re carrying small items (such as garden waste or debris), 
cover the load with a tarpaulin so items don’t fall or fl y out

ঢ Don’t use restraints if they’re frayed, cut, or damaged – replace 
them before use

ঢ Evenly distribute the loads as much as possible
ঢ Remember that loads can move during a journey which 

can cause restraints to loosen; if possible, re-check the 
restraints shortly after beginning the journey

ঢ Drive to the conditions, remembering that your vehicle will 
be less manoeuvrable and will take longer to stop

ঢ Avoid sudden braking, heavy acceleration, and sharp 
cornering

ঢ Restrict speed when necessary

Be careful when descending hills or overtaking as your vehicle’s 
braking performance will be reduced  
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Accidents 
and Infringements
Traffi  c infringements

Knowledge of current traffi  c laws, devices, signs, and symbols is 
essential for your safety and that of other road users.
Being dependent on your driving experience alone rather than keeping yourself 
informed about changes to the road rules could be costly and result in injury. Read 
and study the current ACT Road Rules Handbook). You can view this document here:

accesscanberra.act.gov.au/s/article/act-road-rules-tab-overview

If you have received a traffi  c infringement or caution, examine the details for the 
probable causes. A number of traffi  c infringement notices within a short period may 
mean that you need to update your knowledge of the current road rules.

You can purchase a copy of the ACT Road Rules Handbook from any Access Canberra 
Service Centre or access it free online as above.

If the infringement is due to a physical condition (such as poor vision, resulting in 
missed signs and signals), you must have the condition assessed and corrected.

If the problem seems to be information overload (inability to take everything in quickly 
enough to act properly), enrol in a driver retraining course with a driving school.

Apart from the 17–25 year age group, drivers in the 80 and over age group have the 
highest number of fatal crashes per licensed driver. Although most drivers believe 
their own driving skills are superior to those of the average driver, many may not 
be able to accurately judge their driving skill level against expected standards for 
licensing. Some older drivers with cognitive changes may also overestimate their 
safety on the road.

What to do if you have a collision
If you are involved in a crash causing injury or death to any person, or damage to any 
property, the law requires you to stop your vehicle. If you need to call an ambulance 
or fi rst responder, call 000.

If your vehicle is obstructing traffi  c after a crash, move it to the side of the road, if 
possible. The law does not require the vehicle to be left where it stopped after a 
collision. The law requires you to give your name and address, the vehicle owner’s 
name and address and the vehicle’s registration number to any other driver or injured 
person involved in the crash and the owner of any property or vehicle damaged in the 
crash.  

If any person is killed or injured or a vehicle involved in the crash is towed away, the 
driver must provide his or her particulars to a police offi  cer as soon as possible but 
within 24 hours after the crash.

Reporting a collision
If you have been involved in a collision in the ACT you must by law report it to police 
within 24 hours. You can do this via an online reporting form13.

Completing the online form will generate a collision report number that can be used 
in insurance claims. Remember to keep a printed copy of the report for your records.
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If you are unable to complete the online form, or require assistance please visit your 
local police station14.

What to report
The report will take you about 15 minutes to complete and will ask you for information 
such as:

ঢ Date and time
ঢ Location
ঢ Weather, road, and light conditions
ঢ Traffi  c control
ঢ Vehicle information
ঢ Collision information

Police attendance at collisions
ACT Policing will attend a collision if:

ঢ It results in a fatality
ঢ It results in an injury where a person involved in a collision requires 

transportation by ambulance or other means to a hospital or medical 
centre

ঢ One or more of the vehicles involved are blocking the roadway and cannot 
be moved, or are causing a disruption to traffi  c

ঢ There is a threat of danger to any person or a suspected breach of the 
peace, or

ঢ There is an allegation of alcohol or drug use being a contributing factor

If the vehicles involved in a collision require towing, but are not blocking the roadway, 
the parties in the collision can arrange their own tows if they wish. ACT Policing can 
arrange tows from a towing roster where the owner or driver is:

ঢ Unable to arrange a particular fi rm to tow the vehicle
ঢ Not present at the scene
ঢ Injured and not able to nominate a towing fi rm

For police attendance at a collision, 
please contact ACT Policing on 131 444.

Most motor vehicle insurance companies require information about any factors that 
could aff ect your driving. If you have an accident and submit an insurance claim, it 
may be denied if the insurance company considers that, at the time of the accident, 
the driver was not legally eligible to drive.

You have a duty to declare any risks that may aff ect your insurance. If you are in doubt 
about reporting an existing illness or disability consult your health professional. Your 
insurance company can also advise of any related clauses in their motor vehicle 
insurance policy that may put an insurance claim at risk.
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An Australian Disability Parking Permit (also known as a mobility 
parking permit) may be issued to a person with a disability:
ঢ Who cannot walk because of permanent or temporary loss of the use of 

one or both legs or another permanent medical or physical condition or,
ঢ Whose physical condition is detrimentally aff ected by walking 100m or,
ঢ Who needs to use a walking frame, crutches, callipers, a scooter, a 

wheelchair, or a similar mobility aid or,
ঢ Who is blind

Organisations are eligible for Australian disability parking permits if they provide 
transport for people who meet the eligibility criteria.

Applications for an Australian disability parking permit must be assessed by a legally 
qualifi ed medical practitioner or specialist eye doctor.

A person who holds a Centrelink disability pension card, endorsed as ‘Blind’ is not 
required to be examined by a doctor, however the person’s Centrelink disability 
pension card must be provided on application.

Access Canberra must confi rm your identity prior to completing this transaction. If 
you do not hold, or cannot produce, your ACT Driver Licence, you may be required 
to provide full proof of identity and/or residency. Further information about identity 
requirements can be found on the proof of identity and residency15 page of the 
Application Form.

To apply for an Australian disability parking permit within the ACT, the applicant/
organisation must reside or be based in the ACT.

Applicants and their doctor must complete an Application for an Australian disability 
parking permit16 .

Completed applications may be lodged at any Access Canberra Service Centre or via 
post to PO Box 582 DICKSON ACT 2602

The Agent will need to provide ID at the time of transaction.

There are three categories of mobility parking permits available in the ACT:

ঢ Temporary permits require certifi cation from a medical practitioner and 
automatically expire after the set period, which can be three, six or twelve 
months

ঢ Long-term permits are issued if a condition may change and require 
medical certifi cation every three years

ঢ Permanent permits are issued where the person’s condition is permanent, 
and only require initial medical certifi cation

There is no fee for an Australian Disability Parking Permit.

Disability 
Parking Permits
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Throughout Canberra, parking spaces are reserved for people with a mobility disability 
who display a Disability Parking Permit on their windscreens. These spaces are 
conveniently located at all major and suburban shopping centres, hospitals, health 
and community centres, business areas and places of interest.

Within the ACT, a Disability Parking Permit allows a person to park in the special wide 
bays reserved for Disability Parking Permit holders.

Each parking bay consists of a dedicated non-shared space with a shared area on one 
side of the dedicated space as shown in the diagram below:

Some of the Disability Parking Permit spaces have a time limit which must be observed 
by the permit holder.

Disability Parking Permit holders can also park free of charge in ticketed parking 
areas, ACT Government-operated car parks and on-street parking spaces that are 
free, but time restricted:

ঢ For up to two hours, if the time limit on the parking sign is 30 minutes or 
less, and

ঢ For an unlimited time, if the time limit on the parking sign is more than 30 
minutes

Some privately operated car parks may charge parking fees for disability/mobility 
parking.

Disability Parking Permits do not allow the holder of the permit to park within specifi c 
specialised parking spaces such as loading zones, medical practitioner spaces or 
bus stops.

Throughout Canberra, parking spaces are reserved for people with a mobility disability 
who display a Disability Parking Permit on their windscreens. These spaces are 
conveniently located at all major and suburban shopping centres, hospitals, health 
and community centres, business areas and places of interest.
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Disability Parking Permit are valid for use by the person to whom they are issued and 
no other person. If you, as the holder of the permit, are not travelling in the vehicle 
it is an off ence for any other person to display and use the permit. If you are not 
travelling in the vehicle it is advisable to keep the permit with you to avoid possible 
misuse. You should also advise anyone else who may drive the vehicle in question of 
this requirement.

There is no parking in marked bus stops. School ‘keep clear’ markings during the 
hours shown on a yellow no-stopping plate must not be used for parking, nor must 
bus, tram or cycle lanes or cycle tracks. Permit holders are not entitled to drive in bus 
lanes during their hours of operation.

In the ACT, a mobility/disability parking permit consists of the permit displaying the 
permit number and expiry date, inserted into the clear plastic pocket of the Australian 
disability parking permit. Both permits should be displayed together as a single 
permit and the permit number and expiry date must be clearly visible from outside 
the vehicle.

The Australian Disability Parking Permit is correctly displayed if it is on the dashboard, 
or affi  xed to the windscreen, inside the vehicle and as close as practical to the front 
left side in a way that all permit details are clearly visible from outside the vehicle.

It is an off ence under the Road Transport (Road Rules) Regulation 201717 to display a 
copy of a parking permit or mobility parking scheme authority. Considerable penalties 
apply for the improper use of disability parking permits in the ACT.

For further information about Parking Permits, telephone 
13 22 81 or write to: Manager Transport Licensing PO Box 582 DICKSON ACT 

2602, or act.gov.au/accessCBR

Disability Parking Permit are valid for use by the person to whom they are issued and 
no other person. If you, as the holder of the permit, are not travelling in the vehicle 
it is an off ence for any other person to display and use the permit. If you are not 
travelling in the vehicle it is advisable to keep the permit with you to avoid possible 
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Many people experience situations where they are concerned about 
another person’s driving. It could be a family member, parent, or a 
close friend. A conversation with the driver is a good starting point. 
Successful conversations begin with good preparation, and not all 
conversations about driving go smoothly. Some people may worry that 
retiring from driving is a refl ection of their competency and fear the 
potential loss of their mobility and independence.
Why are you concerned about the person’s ability to drive safely?

You may have noticed their driving skills have deteriorated, or others might have 
expressed concerns to you.

Think about some specifi c examples. Keep these examples in mind for the 
conversation.

Who will participate in the conversation? Some people may be more receptive to 
talking one to one; other conversations may work better when they involve other 
family and friends or a health professional.

What would be the best way to approach the subject sensitively and tactfully to 
avoid blame?

What are some of the ways that changes in their health may have created a decline 
in driving ability, and can they be accommodated? For more information contact an 
Occupational Therapist Driver Assessor through the Occupational Therapy Australia 
website. (otaus.com.au/)

What would be some of the practical issues for the person to overcome when planning 
for alternative modes of transport, for some or all journeys? Identify any issues and be 
prepared with some suggestions to respond to any barriers that the person presents 
that may stop them from changing their driving patterns.

What services or concessions are the person eligible for (if any)?

When would be the most suitable time to talk? It is best to avoid having the conversation 
during or after a driving incident. Did you know that drivers who hold a class ‘C’ (car) 
licence only and do not have a medical condition are sent a self-assessment in the 
mail annually, to complete from the age of 75 years? This may be an opportunity for a 
conversation and could also prompt a visit to their doctor.

Where would be a comfortable place to have the discussion?

If you have concerns that another person’s driving ability has deteriorated to the 
point that they are putting themselves and others in immediate danger, encourage 
the person to speak with their doctor, or go with the person and speak with their 
doctor together. If a medical condition that aff ects their ability to drive is identifi ed, 
the person may still be able to continue to drive with appropriate treatment, support 
or restrictions.
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General conversational tips to remember:
ঢ Avoid the use of ‘absolute’ wording i.e. always, never
ঢ Use ‘I’ statements instead of ‘You’ statements

Even with the best preparation for the conversation, the person may become 
upset and defensive or feel that their driving is being criticised.

If you receive an emotional response:

ঢ Stay calm
ঢ Acknowledge what you perceive their feelings to be e.g. “It seems like this 

conversation is making you anxious. Is that right?”
ঢ Ask tailored questions in response e.g. “What is it about what I’m saying 

that is making you feel this way?”
ঢ Work through with them any issues the person may raise
ঢ Consider if you need to pause the conversation and agree to continue it at 

another specifi ed time

Guiding questions to encourage participation in a 
conversation about their driving:

Ask questions that provide the opportunity for the person to refl ect on their 
driving ability.

Discuss how they feel they handle:

ঢ Driving at night
ঢ Driving in heavy or peak hour traffi  c
ঢ Driving in rain or fog
ঢ Busy intersections
ঢ Driving on unfamiliar routes

Ask if they experience any of the issues listed in the ‘signs that someone’s driving 
ability may be reducing’. Share your concerns. Be specifi c about your own concerns 
with the person’s driving. They may share some of these concerns.

For example:

“Mum, I’m worried about you driving at night. How 
do you feel you handle night driving?”

“Sometimes I do get a bit nervous driving at night. 
It can be a bit tricky.”

“So you have some concerns as well...”
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“Dad, it looked to me the other day like you were 
quite nervous driving. Is that right?”

“No… what do you mean. I’m fine driving…”

“So you’re not worried about your driving then... 
What I noticed was that you didn’t check before 
changing lanes and nearly hit another car. That 
worried me.”

Encourage the person to consider:

 ঢ The legal implications of being unsafe to drive
 ঢ Whether they’re putting themselves and others at risk

This might help them clarify:

 ঢ Whether their driving is a concern
 ঢ The benefits of planning for retiring from driving
 ঢ Whether it is immediate or at a future time, and
 ঢ Achieving this in a considered and prepared way, with other transport 

options in place

Below are some scenarios you may encounter when discussing driving ability:

You have raised concerns about a person’s ability to drive based on age, not by what 
has been witnessed.

“Dad, I don’t think you should be driving anymore 
because you are 80 years old”

“What a load of rubbish. I am confident driving… 
and I keep up to date with changes to the road rules”

Acknowledge misunderstanding. Continue a conversation about the benefit of 
planning for eventual retirement from driving and the steps to achieve this.

If the person doesn’t see any issue with their driving ability despite hearing your 
concerns, reflect on the main issues and provide specific examples. Ask guiding 
questions on how they feel when they undertake certain driving tasks. 

Help clarify the issue e.g. is it specifically about driving in peak hour or longer trips? Is a 
change in health affecting their overall confidence? Could an Occupational Therapist 
help to assess whether a mobility aid can resolve the issue?

If a medical issue is contributing to their driving ability, discuss the legal consequences 
of driving with a known condition.
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Strongly encourage the person to make an appointment to 
see a health professional to discuss their driving ability. Off er 
to accompany them to this appointment. If they aren’t willing to 
discuss their driving ability with a health professional and safety 
remains an immediate concern, you can call Access Canberra 13 
22 81 to report your concerns about their driving ability.

Gain a commitment from the person to contact a relevant health 
professional and make an appointment at a specifi c time (rather 
than a general commitment to making an appointment). You could 
try calling their doctor together. You could also off er to drive them to 
the appointment and accompany them if the person is overwhelmed 
or unsure how to undertake the action agreed upon. Create a plan 
and/or list of actions including how each action will be completed. 
Break this into smaller steps if need be. Consider what tasks you can 
assist with to support the person. 

If you are unsure if the person is up to date with the Australian Road 
Rules, suggest using online tools such as the ACT Road Rules handbook: 
accesscanberra.act.gov.au/s/article/act-road-rules-tab-overview

Ask guiding questions about how they feel when undertaking certain 
driving tasks.

Suggest booking sessions with a qualifi ed driving instructor to refresh 
skills, update road rules knowledge and help identify any concerns.

Refl ect on whether you have misinterpreted any behaviour and there 
may not be a concern with their driving.

Continue a conversation about the benefi ts of planning for eventual 
transition from driving and how they want to achieve this.
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Thinking about what you’d do without a car can be challenging, 
particularly if you are used to getting around independently. Forward 
planning, though, can ease the transition – and it is never too early 
to start exploring your options. It may help to talk it over with others. 
Friends and family may have ideas on how you can remain independent 
and mobile after driving and how they may assist.
Think about the options available to you. For example, even if you decide not to drive, 
you could still keep your car and ask others to use it to drive you around. (Check with 
your insurance company that other drivers are covered – those under 25 might have 
to be nominated and their driver licence number supplied.)

The following are some other things to consider when planning for a successful 
retirement from driving.

Moving house
When deciding on a location for a new home, consider these factors:

ঢ Are friends and family nearby?
ঢ Are shops, library, medical services, church, recreation and other facilities 

within walking, short driving, or public transport distance?
ঢ Are there other people of similar age and interests in the area who could 

share driving to events?
ঢ Are there good street footpaths, lighting, and pedestrian crossings?
ঢ Are bus stops in a convenient place?
ঢ Is there a supportive community centre?
ঢ Is there a bus or transport service at the retirement village?

Life beyond Driving
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Sharing the load
If you have a spouse or partner and you had to retire from driving, would they be 
comfortable taking on the task? Sharing the driving can help both of you retain your 
skills and confi dence for as long as possible. Ask friends and family about whether 
they would like to share the driving and see if they can research other transport 
options. Investigate buses, light rail, local transport options and the train. Retiring 
from driving is a change, not an end to mobility. With support from others and some 
forward planning, you can still get about in your community and do the things you 
want to do.

Home delivery services
In most urban areas, there are major supermarkets, department stores and 
pharmacies who off er online or over-the-phone shopping. You can place an order 
for your groceries and have them delivered to your home, so you don’t have to carry 
heavy bags or use public transport to do your shopping.

Supermarkets may also off er a home delivery service, so you can go to the store and 
do your grocery shopping, then organise for the groceries delivered to your front door.
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The transition from full-time driving can often make us fearful of losing 
our mobility and independence, but there are many services to help 
us adjust to this change in our lifestyle. This list includes organisations 
that can help you with specifi c needs or provide you with other 
transport options.

Access Canberra
13 22 81 
accesscanberra.act.gov.au/s/pay-online

Pay for your licence or vehicle registration and book a licence test. 

Alzheimer’s Australia
1800 100 500
fi ghtdementia.org.au

Support and resources for people with dementia, their families, and carers.

ACT MyWay / Seniors Card
actseniorscard.org.au/

Provides concessions on ACT Government transport and travel and 
business discounts.

Carers ACT
1800 422 737
carersact.org.au/

Provides information, support, and counselling for carers in the ACT.

City Services ACT
13 17 10 (02 6207 7611)
cityservices.act.gov.au/roads-and-paths

Provides information on road conditions and traffi  c fl ow or congestion.

Flexible Bus Service
02 6205 3555
transport.act.gov.au/about-us/accessible-travel/fl exible-bus-service

The fl exible bus service operates in particular zones to help Canberra residents, 
such as the aged or people with a mobility diffi  culty, to get from their home to local 
community locations. 

Support and 
information services
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Lifeline
13 11 14
lifeline.org.au

A national charity providing 24-hour suicide prevention and crisis support services.

My Aged Care
1800 200 422
myagedcare.gov.au

A general information and referral service for seniors, their families, and carers.

Opal Card 
13 67 25
opal.com.au

Information on the Gold Senior/Pensioner Opal card. Provides $2.50 a day travel on 
trains, buses and ferries in NSW for ACT Seniors Care holders.

Pedal Power ACT 
pedalpower.org.au

Information and updates on cycling in the ACT.

Seniors Information Service
02 62823777
cotaact.org.au/programs/seniors-information-service/

Provides a range of resources to assist seniors of all ages. 

Transport Canberra 
13 17 10 (02 6207 7611)
transport.act.gov.au/

Fares, timetable and accessibility information on trains, buses, and light rail.
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Belconnen Community Service
26 Chandler Street, Belconnen, ACT 2616
Ph: (02) 6278 8124 Email: transport@bcsact.com.au

Communities@Work Gungahlin
Gungahlin Community Centre 47 Ernest Cavanagh Street Gungahlin, ACT, 2912
Ph: (02) 6126 9090 Email: transport@commsatwork.org

Woden Community Service
26 Corinna Street, Phillip, ACT, 2606
Ph: (02) 6282 2644 Email: info@wcs.org.au

Northside Community Service
Majura Community Centre, Rosevear Place, Dickson, ACT 2602
Ph: (02) 6171 8000 Email: reception@northside.asn.au

Community Services #1
63 Boolimba Crescent, Narrabundah, ACT 2604 
Ph: (02) 6126 4700 Email: bus@sscs.org.au

Communities@Work
245 Cowlishaw Street Greenway ACT, 2900
Ph: (02) 6293 6500 Email: transport@commsatwork.org

Community Transport – 
cars and buses:
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